Clinical outcomes have shown that robot-assisted rehabilitation is potential of enhancing quantification of therapeutic process for patients with stroke. During robotic rehabilitation exercise, the assistive robot must guarantee subject's safety in emergency situations, e.g., sudden spasm or twitch, abruptly severe tremor, etc. This paper presents a hierarchical control strategy, which is proposed to improve the safety and robustness of the rehabilitation system. The proposed hierarchical architecture is composed of two main components: a high-level safety supervisory controller (SSC) and low-level position-based impedance controller (PBIC). The high-level SSC is used to automatically regulate the desired force for a reasonable disturbance or timely put the emergency mode into service according to the evaluated physical state of training impaired limb (PSTIL) to achieve safety and robustness. The low-level PBIC is implemented to achieve compliance between the robotic end-effector and the impaired limb during the robot-assisted rehabilitation training. The results of preliminary experiments demonstrate the effectiveness and potentiality of the proposed method for achieving safety and robustness of the rehabilitation robot.
Introduction
Stroke is a leading cause of permanent disability, the third dominant cause of death after heart disease and cancer in the aged society. [1] [2] [3] World Health Organization (WHO) statistics from 2005 demonstrate this point: Stroke results in 5.5 million direct deaths, 44 million disability-adjusted lifeyears lost, and an estimated prevalence of 62 million stroke survivors, which results in high costs to the individual and society. 4 Fortunately, according to the neuronal plasticity theory, exercise treatment contributes to retraining and recovery of extremity movement functions of people that have lost manipulation functions following stroke.
Recognizing that intensive motor practice is beneficial for disabled individual's functional motor recovery, in recent decades many investigators have developed the robot-assisted rehabilitation devices to help stroke patients * Corresponding author. E-mail: a.g.song@seu.edu.cn recover autonomy and quality of life after stroke. [5] [6] [7] [8] Meanwhile, clinical outcomes have shown that intensive and repetitive robot-assisted movement exercises present positive effectiveness in improved performance of impaired limb function movements. [9] [10] [11] Many control strategies have been developed to gain maximal efficiency and effectiveness of therapy such as assistive control, challenge-based control, haptic-based simulation control, etc. 12 Considering the particularity of the subject, safety, and robustness are strongly addressed in developing robot-based rehabilitation systems. Generally the safety and robustness issues are approached in rehabilitation system from the hardware as well as software point of view. Taking emergency situations into account, an emergency-stop button, some mechanical structures, and the limitation of some parameters (such as force, torque, and velocity) were generally applied. Barkana et al. 3 presented a quick-release hand attachment device, probably GENTLE/s, 13 MIME, and ADLER 14 safety mechanism, which could quickly remove patient's arm from the rehabilitation robot to deal with any physical safety-related event. This safety mechanism to some extent is effective for emergency situation, but it is not online inherently. For example, if the patient suffers a sudden twitch during the training process, when the therapist or patient presses the push button to deal with an emergency event, the impaired limb may be injured. Several other schemes, such as a new reflex mechanism structure, 15 small overall workspace, 8 life-size brake-actuated manipulator, 16 and pneumatic actuator, 17, 18 were also adopted to ensure operational safety.
The software-based procedure mainly included monitoring the distance between the robotic arm and the user (or nearly located obstacles), and checking for dangerous proximity between the payload and other links of the robot. 19 In designing mobility assistance robots 20 with safe physical human-robot interaction, a motion control method with estimated danger index was employed to monitor user's safety and initiate proper safety actions in case of danger. In the assistive robotic system FRIEND with a brain-computer interface (BCI) control approach, the so-called mapped virtual reality (MVR) system was adopted to simulate user's space during motion planning for the purpose of ensuring user's safety. 21 Generalized elasticity 22 and verbal feedback 3 were involved in control schemes to monitor safety and supply comfortable trainings. MIT-NANUS is one of the earliest devices to use control strategy aimed at safety, stability, and compliant operation for human-machine interaction, which was achieved using backdrivable hardware and impedance control, 23 but not considering control robustness. Currently, most of the safetybased designs, whether through hardware or software, mainly focus on the emergency resulting from exterior factors (outside collision) and not from interior factors (such as sudden spasm or twitch). Moreover, few systems have been developed to combine the safety of emergency situation and robustness of normal disturbance during the robot-assisted functional rehabilitation therapy.
Thus, we propose a hierarchical control strategy combining safety, compliance, and robustness. The highlevel safety supervisory controller (SSC) is designed to evaluate the physical state of the training impaired limb (PSTIL) in real time, and then to make appropriate control decision according to the impaired limb's condition, ensuring safety and robustness. The low-level controller is implemented with position-based impedance control (PBIC), which is employed to achieve compliance for interaction. Therefore, the system can achieve safety once a sudden spasm or twitch happens on the impaired limb, robustness when there is normal disturbance, and overall compliance during the rehabilitation training.
Methodology

Rehabilitation robot setup
In this research, the upper limb rehabilitation robot mainly consists of the Barrett WAM Arm, a 3-D force sensor, an arm support device, and an external PC offered by the Barrett Technology, 24 as shown in Fig. 1 . The standard WAM Arm is a 4 degree-of-freedom (DOF) highly dexterous, naturally back-drivable manipulator, and it can work in a wide range of 3-D space. Each DOF is realized by revolute joint, clearly demonstrated in Fig. 1 . When the rehabilitation robot stretches the impaired limb along the predefined trajectory to do shoulder extension/flexion exercise in horizontal plane, the third joint (J3) serves this training. For elbow extension/flexion exercise in vertical plane, the forth joint (J4) executes the training. When the rehabilitation robot assists the impaired limb to do predefined spatial movements, two or more joints are managed to cooperatively carry out the training. During running, four driver motor angles can be measured to detect position of every joint in real time, and the control torque can be set to provide joint control.
In order to record force between the impaired limb and the WAM end-effector, an improved 3-D force sensor 25 is designed and installed on the end-effector ( Fig. 1 ) via a serial port to communicate with the extern PC. The arm support device was applied to well support the forearm of the stroke patient performing passive exercises. The external PC runs with Ubuntu Linux system and the proposed control strategy was developed on it with a real-time module Xenomai to command the WAM-aided rehabilitation system. Meanwhile, a multi-thread method is adopted to manage all system tasks, which is a benefit for real-time control.
Evaluation of PSTIL
During the robot-aided rehabilitation exercise, the PSTIL is dynamic due to pose-position change, forearm slight quiver, sudden twitch, abrupt severe tremor, external disturbance, etc., which are partly subjected to the human control (another unresolved controller). 26 In this research, we use features of the position and velocity tracking performance to evaluate the impaired limb physical condition in real time. The work includes two parts, the effective selected feature and the evaluation of the PSTIL.
Feature selection.
Upper limb rehabilitation robot is a typical human-machine interaction system, and usually the subject's affected limb physically contacts with the robotic end-effector in the course of the robot-assisted movement treatments. As mentioned above, the PSTIL is dynamically variable during the rehabilitation programme assisted by a robot, in a general sense, which works on the robotic control performance. 26 It means that the pose-position change or sudden twitch of the training impaired limb affects the tracking performances of position and velocity. Thus, the features of the position-velocity tracking errors correspond to the PSTIL to a certain extent.
In this research, mean square error (MSE) is selected to extract the features of tracking errors among various feature extraction methods, e.g., mean absolute value, average rectified value, mean absolute value slope, root mean square, MSE, value range, or slope sign changes. The MSE value is a measure of power of the signal in a sense, and is extensively used in most applications because of its good performance of practicability and effectiveness for real-time control. 27 The common MSE equation is expressed as follows:
where N is the number of sample data,x is the mean of the whole data, and x i is the value of the ith sample data. In order to obtain the features more effectively and instantaneously for practical application, subsection sliding MSE (SMSE) is adopted in this research, which is expressed as
where n is the number of sample data in the subsection,x k is the mean of kth subsection, x k−i is the value of (k -1)th sample data, and δ k is the corresponding feature of the kth sample data.
Physical state evaluation.
Fuzzy logic reasoning is employed to evaluate the PSTIL, with double inputs and single output type. In order to make the assessment more effective and accurate, the inputs of the reasoning should include the information of features and variation of tracking errors, and not only the extracted features with subsection SMSE. The used inputs χ p and χ v are expressed as follows:
where f ep and f ev are the features of the position and velocity tracking errors respectively, f (e max , e min ) is the function to display the information of the tracking error, and k p and k v are ratios. The corresponding output denoted with ρ reflects the PSTIL. During fuzzification and defuzzfication, the inputs and output type are defined as five fuzzy sets (i.e., NZ, ZE, PS, PM, and PB) with trigonometry/trapezoidal membership functions as shown in Fig. 2 . The fuzzy reasoning rules for ρ are shown in Table I . Figure 3 shows the overall input-output relationship of the fuzzy logic reasoning for the physical state evaluation of impaired limb. 
Hierarchical control system design
In this research, a hierarchical control method was adopted. The overall control system block diagram with high-level intelligent SSC and low-level PBIC is shown as in Fig. 4 . High-level intelligent SSC is mainly composed of impaired limb's physical state assessment section, decision-making mechanism, and corresponding control performers, which contribute to safety and robustness. Low-level controller mainly consists of impedance controller and proportional integral derivation (PID) position controller, which are designed to achieve compliance and trajectory tracking.
Low-level position-based impedance control.
Upper limb rehabilitation robot is applied to assist neural injuries to improve their motion function with rehabilitation movement programmes. Due to the formed connective tissue and local circulation obstruction after stroke, the impaired limb is more susceptible to injury. Therefore, the suitable compliant behavior between the rehabilitation robotic end-effector and impaired limb is one of the primary considerations in designing control system, especially to the physically interactive rehabilitation robot. A wellestablished framework to manage this task was given by impedance control, 28 which is inherently a model-based approach. According to the implement mode of target impedance, there are two approaches, namely, position-based impedance control and torque-based impedance control. 29 In comparison to the torque-based impedance control, the theory of position-based impedance control is more mature and the performance is more stable. 30 Thus, in this work the PBIC is adopted to design the control system.
The aim of an impedance controller is to establish a massdamper-spring relationship between the position and the force. 31 In this paper, PBIC achieves compliant motion by regulating dynamic relationship between robotic end-effector position/velocity and the desired force which is adjusted by the high-level intelligent SSC. The desired impedance equation of the rehabilitation robot can be represented by In frequency space, Eq. (4) can be expressed as follows:
Impedance controller achieves compliant behavior for the robotic end-effector and the impaired limb, and the position controller is applied to execute position tracking with PID algorithm. Considering the gravity compensation for the robot itself and the arm support, and combining the PID position control, the eventual control torque of robot joint is expressed as
where K P , K I , and K D are gain parameters of PID controller respectively, θ d ,θ,θ d , andθ are the desired-actual position and velocity of robotic links respectively, and τ compensation is the gravity compensation torque.
2.3.2.
High-level SSC . Safety and robustness are the primary principles in designing control system. 23, 32 In order to avoid hurting the impaired upper limb during emergency, there are several generally adopted methods, 2,33 e.g., to limit the interactive force between the robotic end-effector and the training impaired limb, to prevent fast motion, and to bound upper limb configuration. Due to diversity in patient's condition, the limited-parameter method lacks flexibility in practical application.
The neural system of the nerve-injured patient is not as stable as that of a healthy subject, hence the former is more susceptible to evoke abnormal action such as sudden twitch or spasm, severe tremor, etc. Therefore, during the training, the control system should be robust to the reasonable disturbance, and be safe enough to avoid hurting the subject under emergent conditions. Based on the above principles, a safety supervisory control method is proposed, which automatically modifies the desired force according to the PSTIL, or floats the robotic end-effector in real time when the subject is suffering from an emergency state of sudden spasm or twitch. Note that we developed a "float strategy" to the emergency, but not just halting the device, which might harm the impaired limb because of the existing hindrance to the impaired limb's abnormal movement.
The SSC real time evaluates the PSTIL with the extracted tracking performance features. Then decisionmaking mechanism generates a coefficient λ to adapt the desired force or put the emergency mode (floating the robotic end-effector) into service according to the evaluated PSTIL. In order to manage the robustness and safety with the proposed control strategy, the coefficient λ should be monotonically increasing and changes more and more sharply with increase of the evaluated PSTIL. Considering the input/output range and response characteristics, the adaptive factor λ is determined by
where ρ is the evaluating index of the PSTIL.
In Eq. (4), the regulated position/velocity is resolved by the desired force (f d ), which is dynamically adjusted according to the evaluated PSTIL. In this research, the desired force is adapted with the following equation:
where f d (k) and f d (k − 1) are the corresponding desired forces between the end-effector and the impaired limb for kth and (k -1)th moments respectively, λ is the adaptive coefficient based on the PSTIL, and f e is the actual interactive force measured by the force sensor. Many investigators have contributed greatly to the wide practical applications and stability analysis of PBIC. 34, 35 Massive research work has verified that impedance control is an efficient and stable method for providing trajectory and force control in a robotic system. 36 Here the high-level SSC is developed to smartly manage the desired force to achieve robustness and compliance according to the training limb condition.
In addition, when the training limb is suffering with sudden spasm or twitch, the controller can effectively detect the emergency and float the robotic end-effector in real time to avoid doing harm to the impaired limb. The provided signal under the emergency is shown as follows:
where s is the emergency signal which denotes emergency state with value 1, value 0 otherwise, ρ is the output of the fuzzy logic reasoning, and is the threshold for emergency. When there is an emergency signal, the system is put into emergency mode service and the robotic end-effector is floating following the impaired limb movement without interactive force just as a feather. Based on the dynamically full-gravity compensation, the eventual control torque in the emergency mode is expressed by
where R i i+1 : the rotation matrix from frame i + 1 to frame i; f i : the force exerted by link i − 1 on link i; r i,ci : the vector from o i to the mass center of link i; ω i : the angular velocity of frame i; α i : the angular acceleration of frame i; I i : the inertia matrix of link i.
By successively substituting i = 4, 3, 2, 1, we will obtain all torques. Note that the above iteration runs in the direction of decreasing i. The details of the reasoning process are described in ref. [37] .
Experiment scheme
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, two movement trajectories were predefined, namely, shoulder extension/flexion in horizontal direction, and elbow extension/flexion in vertical direction. A healthy adult male volunteer was inducted to deliberately simulate the different PSTIL during the rehabilitation exercise to demonstrate the feature extraction performance of position-velocity tracking errors in horizontal and vertical directions. Two different type experiments, quantitative and qualitative tests, were carried out to display the control performance of the traditional and proposed method. The quantitative experiments employed 1 s, 10-N disturbance during rehabilitation movement, which was added in the opposite direction of the movement. The qualitative experiments were processed with simulating two types of PSTIL (normal disturbance and sudden twitch). Note that each type experiment underwent predefined horizontal and vertical movement trajectory respectively, and the volunteer was asked to simulate each type of physical state as much as possible with the same action and at the same position. The simulation action for sudden twitch corresponded to the characteristics of tremor which is an involuntary muscle contraction and relaxation involving to and fro movements (oscillations or twitching) of one or more body parts. 38, 39 In order to avoid occasional influence on experiment results, the volunteer was asked to do massive simulation exercise first; moreover, each experiment was carried out for five times. The eventual outcome was expressed with the average of five results. The specific experiment scheme is shown in Table II .
Results
In this research, we designed a high-level supervisory controller to achieve systemic safety and robustness by evaluating the PSTIL. Here we first show the effectiveness of the extracted movement features to reflect the PSTIL. We then demonstrate the safety and robustness of the proposed control strategy. In order to demonstrate the SMSE method performance in reflecting the training impaired limb's physical state, the experiments were conducted only with the traditional control method (PBIC), and not with the high-level controller (experimental part I in Table II ). According to the previous experimental performances and the practical application of the system, the parameters of the PID controller were set as follows: K P h = 300, K I h = 0.5, K Dh = 1.5 (in horizontal exercise), K P v = 350, K I v = 1.5, K Dv = 2.5 (in vertical exercise), G c was set at 1.0 for full gravity compensation, and the parameter n in SMSE was set at 10.
Feature extraction
We conducted experiments with a healthy subject who was asked to be relaxed and instructed to simulate the physical state changes of training limb during experiments. The position-and velocity-tracking errors, interactive force, and the extracted features of position-velocity-tracking error with the SMSE method were recorded in real time. Figure 5 shows the results of two experiments, individually in horizontal or vertical direction, with respect to the third or the fourth joint of the WAM. In horizontal experiment, during 8.9-10.6 s and 17.2-19.0 s when there were simulated impaired limb status changes, the extracted features were corresponding to the tracking errors and the interactive force, which are evidently seen in Fig. 5(a) . Note that due to the different simulated status-change pattern, the status change during 17.2-19.0 s resulted in a different effect on control performance from the one during 8.9-10.6 s, which was embodied on the position tracking error and interactive force; however, the extracted features similarly reflected the training limb status effectively. In vertical experiment, when the simulated physical status changes occurred in 17.7-20.5 s and 24.0-28.6 s sections ( Fig. 5(b) ), the extracted positionvelocity features also consistently displayed the changing conditions.
Control performance
Two type experiments, quantitative and qualitative tests, were conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed hierarchical control individually in horizontal and vertical movement training. In these experiments, the predefined trajectories for horizontal and vertical flexion/extension rehabilitation movement were the same as the above. Table II ). In horizontal and vertical flexion/extension exercises, the tracking control capabilities of proposed hierarchical strategy and traditional PBIC with respect to J3 and J4 of the WAM were studied respectively. Figure 6 shows the results of conditional experiments with 1 s, 10-N disturbance in horizontal and vertical exercises. Although the two controllers could achieve the desired trajectory under the disturbance, the performance of the proposed controller is even better than the traditional controller, which can be obviously seen from the angle and joint velocity-tracking errors when there is a disturbance (9.5-10.5 s in horizontal exercise and 12.0-13.0 s in vertical exercise). Two performance indices, the maximum of the absolute error (MAE) and the sum of absolute error (SAE) of the trajectory tracking errors, were adopted to evaluate position and velocity-tracking performances of two controllers. The outcomes of horizontal and vertical performances are presented in Table III . No matter how horizontal or vertical exercise is done, the results of the proposed controller show much smaller tracking error than the traditional one, which is evidently demonstrated with MAE and SAE (Table III) .
In qualitative tests, two different cases, i.e., reasonable disturbance (pose-position change) and emergency case (sudden twitch) in the course of rehabilitation movements were considered (experimental part III in Table II) . During the experiments, the subject was conducted to be relax with passive movements and to deliberately simulate the former case in the first training session and the latter case in the second session. This group experiment was individually carried out with the corresponding predefined trajectories for horizontal and vertical flexion/extension movement training. In two different case experiments, the safety and robustness capabilities of the proposed hierarchical strategy and traditional method were studied. Actual joint Figure 7 shows the results of two different case experiments with reasonable disturbance and emergency case in horizontal training with respect to J3 of the WAM. Figure 8 shows the results of vertical exercise with respect to J4 of the WAM. It is obviously seen that the system with the proposed hierarchical control effectively detected the imitative limb twitch state at 27.62 s (in horizontal exercise, Fig. 7 ) and 27.39 s (in vertical exercise, Fig. 8 ). When the emergency was detected, the control system put the emergency mode into service and the robotic manipulator was in floating, which effectively ensures doing no harm to the training arm. Due to the floating strategy not depending on the predefined trajectory at all, the parts of the figures after 27.62 s and 27.39 s in Figs. 7 and 8 , respectively, are displayed with zero, where the floating mode was put into service. Note that in the floating mode the position-velocity errors and control torque need not be compared with the traditional method. To the point of the training limb's physical state, the evaluated index is corresponding to the physical state, which is demonstrated during 8-10 s ( Fig. 7 ) and 12-14 s (Fig. 8) .
In order to demonstrate the control performances of the proposed strategy, the data of the first movement session with reasonable disturbance were further analyzed. Three performance indices, MAE, SAE of the trajectory tracking errors, and the changes in torque, were adopted to evaluate systemic robustness -and smoothness performances of two controllers. Three cases, i.e., maximum absolute torque (MAT), maximum absolute rate of the torque (MART), and maximum absolute rate of the torque during 0.1 s, were considered to analyze the smoothness and safety of the control performance. The results of the horizontal and vertical performance are presented in Table IV . The tracking performance of the proposed controller is even better than the traditional controller, which can be obviously seen from analyzed results with MAE and SAE of angle and joint velocity. Meanwhile, the proposed method provided a more stable control torque under the reasonable disturbance, seen from the analyzed results of control torque, which represents the smoothness and safety of control performances.
Conclusions
In this research, a novel hierarchical control strategy was developed to achieve safety, robustness, and compliance of the rehabilitation robot. In order to represent the PSTIL and detect the emergency case (sudden spasm or twitch) effectively, feature extraction and fuzzy logic were combined to evaluate the essential PSTIL. In terms of ensuring safety, a floating strategy was applied to achieve ultimate safety when the training impaired limb was suffering with a sudden twitch or other emergency state, but not just halting the robot. The designed high-level SSC automatically adapted the control-desired force or start the emergency mode according to the real time-evaluated PSTIL. Two different type experiments, quantitative and qualitative tests with a healthy subject, demonstrated the effectiveness and practicability of the proposed control strategy with hierarchical architecture. In future work, we will develop some effective supervisory strategy for active assistive and resistive exercises. Meanwhile, we will predefine some spatial trajectories to execute compounding movement exercises and develop vivid visual feedback.
